
Ative Behaviors within XML Doument ManagementAngela BonifatiPolitenio di Milano, Dipartimento di Elettronia e Informazione - Email: bonifati�elet.polimi.itExtended AbstratXML is rapidly emerging as the most widely adopted tehnology for information representation andexhange on the WWW [27℄. Novel languages [2, 17, 9, 24, 28℄ for extrating and restruturing theXML ontent have been proposed, some in the tradition of database query languages, others more loselyinspired by XML [21℄. The disussions on standardization within the World Wide Web Consortiumproeed very fast and a standard query language will be soon hosen and made available [1℄. Sophistiatedquery engines, that allow user to deal with semi-strutured data, will be ruial to exploiting the fullpower of XML. On the other side, traditional query engines are being used in pratie for proessing XMLdouments onforming to DTDs: translators of XML queries to SQL queries over tables are likely to bee�etive in most ases. Under this senario, it looks lear that existing database tehnology, involvingstrutured data, will both inuene and be inuened by the XML Web revolution.Our fous here is to examine how the mature tehnology from ative databases an be mirrored inan XML enviroment. The work is ongoing, so some results have already been ahieved, but others haveonly been foreshadowed.Ative rules are spei�ations of stereotypial reations automatially performed by a DBMS in re-sponse to the detetion of partiular DB-related events. A lot of attention has been devoted from researhommunity to ative databases so far [13, 15, 16, 18, 26℄. A wide range of potential appliations of theative rule onept have been identi�ed; they an be distinguished in two major lasses: external appli-ations and internal appliations. External appliations onern reations to external real-world stimulithat have some e�ets on the enviroment of the database; among them, we envision: alerters, raisingup in some \ritial" situations; monitors, suh as modi�ations of the database that are meaningfulfrom outside the database; and onstraint enforement, suh as e.g. automated �lling up of some missingreords. Internal appliations typially address the realization of database funtionalities, like materi-alized view maintenane, integrity heking, aess ontrol, log maintenane, reovery, or view updateimplementation.We believe that ative database rules represent a onsolidated tehnology, and there are many advan-tages to study how it relates to XML data. The problem is two-fold: on one side, investigation of novelappliations of triggers to XML doument management and their implementation within a full-edgeddoument manager, on the other side integration and extension of existing ative database tehnology toyield XML-oded information.Ative Capabilities upon XML Doument Management Systems. As soon as XML willbeome more used, diret manipulation of XML douments (by users or appliations) will beome moreommon. In this environment, it is important to develop ative doument management systems, byadding reative apabilities to XML repositories. Suh systems have important potential appliations andonstitute a natural framework for the integration of servies, whih are urrently o�ered by separatemehanisms. Within XML doument systems, external rules are monitors of aesses and hanges todouments (implementing the so alled \push tehnology"), then onstraint enforement orresponds tohek the validity of douments (super-imposed by DTDs and XML shemas) andnor to add to them thedesiderable onstraints, not supported by their shema de�nition language; internal rules are e.g. those formaintaining doument onsisteny (inluding refreshing opies and views of douments), for heking andontrolling doument's quality and versioning and for abstrating, lassifying, and arhiving douments.Comparative analysis of �ve XML query languages. This dotoral thesis starts investigatingthe semantis of �ve, representative XML query languages (Lorel [2℄, XML-QL [17℄, XML-GL [9℄, XQL[24℄, XSL [28℄), highlighting their ommon features and their most inisive di�erenes [7℄. From thisanalysis, it results that query languages for XML onstitute a language hierarhy similar to the oneexisting for relational and objet-relational databases.



Extension of XML-GL to support XML Ative Rules. The de�nition of ative ECA rules fordoument management requires the design of several new onepts, suh as an event and update modelfor XML douments, and their integration with XML query languages. In the thesis, we hoose XML-GL[9℄, a graphial query language XML-GL and extend it with an event and update model [8℄. An exampleof XML-GL ative rule is depited in Figure 1: it reats to inserting of <partner> elements of proposalsand propagates the insertions to the abstrats orresponding to those proposals.
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Figure 1: Example of Ative XML-GL RuleOur approah is independent from the partiular adopted XML query language and will be easilyextended to the standard, as quikly as it will be provided. In partiular, we show how onditions andations of Ative XML-GL an be translated into Lorel [19℄, that results from the previous analysis themost expressive XML query language (translation for the rule of the example is shown in Figure 2).EVENT: insert (proposal.#.partner PP)CONDITION-ACTION: update A.#.partners.partner += PPfrom abstrat A, proposal Pwhere P.projetNr = A.projetNrand P.#.partner = PPFigure 2: Example of Translation of an Ative XML-GL RuleWe use edit sripts for representing the di�erene among di�erent states of the same doument, whihan be arbitrarily produed by an editing session or by integrating the doument editor with eletronimail. Deteting hanges on a doument is a general problem, onsidered in [14, 12, 11℄. We assumethat the problem an be solved by exeuting an XML-di� algorithm, whih produes an optional (i.e.,unde�ned on ertain nodes) one-to-one identity relationship between nodes of the old and new versionof the doument, so that any two related nodes must be onsidered as two versions of the same node.Event detetion is performed by simple look-up programs on the edit-sript: these programs reeive theevent being monitored by a given rule and perform a query on a portion of the edit-sript falling underthe sope of the rule.We de�ne two alternative semantis for ative rules (set-oriented and instane-oriented) in AtiveXML-GL, and speify the steps of rule ativation, triggering, onsideration and exeution.Properties of XML Ative Rules. We show several examples of rules and disuss the exeutionof a set of rules, possibly asading or in onit, analysing their behavior with respet to the propertiesof termination, onuene, and observable determinism [3, 4, 5, 6, 20, 25℄. These properties are de�nedregardless of the notion of edit-sript, but the edit sript onsidered by a given rule engine and in a givenrule exeution is one of the many equivalent edit sripts that an be produed by an XML-di� algorithm,whih operates with a given optimization strategy for hoosing among equivalent edit sripts. Therefore,we propose the important property of edit-sript independene and exploit its appliation to various typesof data, in partiular to semi-strutured data.Informally, edit-sript independene requires that the rules in a rule set monitor all the possibleativities that may desribe a doument transformation in an equivalent way, and then that the rules



olletively behave in the same way one anyone of them is ativated. The net e�et semantis for theevaluation of side e�ets of update operations is very helpful for guaranteeing edit-sript independene,beause it ombines the e�et of multiple operations over the same portions of XML douments observedat eah exeution of a rule.It is important to note that edit-sript independene is orthogonal to the ited lassial propertiesand holds for relational data and for (identity-based) and (value-based) objets. Under ertain assump-tions of douments validity and edit-sript validity, we show and demonstrate in whih ases edit-sriptindependene is assured.Future researh diretions. This thesis is under development and many other extensions andontributions need to be inorporated 1.A prototype of Ative XML-GL is being designed: it is based on graph grammars for apturing rulesand then on the mapping on Lorel queries. Furthermore, we think to use underlying relational databaseative tehnology in the implementation of Ative rules: Orale 8i [23℄ support's for querying XMLdouments uses a relational engine and an overow text �le, so a mapping from ative ECA rules to DBtriggers and triggering adjunts on the overow text �le has to be de�ned and exploited.Many other issues remain to be overed and are the target of our urrent study: among them, theAtive Doument Base we are developing is light-weighted, in that it does not support all the apabil-ities of a fully-funtional DBMS: a oupling with a transational system and an embedding of seurityapabilities has to be added; then, an eÆient indexing, a low-ost storage of XML data, a ost-basedquery optimizer, a multi-user support, logging and reovery have to be inorporated.Finally, a further researh diretion has been only preliminarily skethed, and it seems very promising:it aims to express traditional DB triggers in ad-ho XML needed information. This has a great impat oninteroperability among databases and doument bases and we believe that it will require a lot of study,before it will beome fully understood. Sophistiated appliations may be soliitated in order to makelegay databases more and more ubiquitously \Web-interfaed" and \XML-sensitive".Referenes[1℄ W3C XML Ativity, http://www.w3.org/XML /Ativity.html.[2℄ S. Abiteboul, D. Quass, J. MHugh, J. Widom and J. Wiener. The Lorel Query Language for SemistruturedData. In International Journal on Digital Libraries, 1(1):66-88, April 1997.[3℄ A. Aiken, J. Widom and J. M. Hellerstein. Stati Analysis Tehniques for Prediting the Behavior of AtiveDatabase Rules. In ACM Transations on Database Systems, 20(1):3-41, Marh 1995.[4℄ E. Baralis, S. Ceri and S. Paraboshi. Compile-Time and Runtime Analysis of Ative Behaviors. In TKDE,10(3):353-370, 1993.[5℄ E. Baralis, S. Ceri and S. Paraboshi. Modularization Tehniques for Ative Rules Design. In ACM TODS,21(1):1-29, 1996.[6℄ E. Baralis and J. Widom. An Algebrai Approah to Rule Analysis in Expert Database Systems. In Pro. ofthe 20th VLDB, pages 606-617, Santiago, Chile, September 1994.[7℄ A. Bonifati and S. Ceri. Comparative Analysis of Five XML Query Languages. To appear on ACM SigmodReord, Marh 2000.[8℄ A. Bonifati, S. Ceri and S. Paraboshi. Ative Management of XML Douments. Submitted to 2000 ACMSIGMOD Intl. Conferene on Management of Data, Dallas, Texas, May 14-19, 2000.[9℄ S. Ceri, S. Comai, E. Damiani, P. Fraternali, S. Paraboshi and L. Tana. XML-GL: A Graphial Languagefor Querying and Restruturing WWW Data. In 8th Intl. World Wide Web Conferene, WWW8, Toronto,Canada, May 1999, www8.org/fullpaper.html.[10℄ S. S. Chawathe, S. Abiteboul, J. Widom. Representing and Querying Changes in Semistrutured Data. InPro. of ICDE98: pp.4-13, Orlando, Florida, February 1998.[11℄ S. Chawathe. Comparing Hierarhial Data in External Memory. In Pro. of 25th VLDB, pages 90-101,Edinburgh, Sotland, UK, September 1999.[12℄ S. S. Chawathe, H. Garia-Molina. Meaningful Change Detetion in Strutured Data. In Pro. of 1997SIGMOD Intl. Conferene on Management of Data: pp. 26-37, Tuson, Arizona, May 1997.[13℄ R. Cohrane, K. G. Kulkarni and N. Mendon�a Mattos. Ative Database Features in SQL3. In Ative Rulesin Database Systems:pp.197-219, N. Paton ed., Springer-Verlag, 1999.1My ontribution embraes all the steps of the work, inluding ideation and de�nition of ative behaviors, extension ofXML-GL language and its textual translation and then design of the system arhiteture.
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